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Prime Minister Tony Blair is planning to discuss climate and development in Africa at the G8

Summit in Scotland. The external debt of developing countries is already very much on the

table. In addition the G8 Finance Ministers have also indicated that they want to talk about oil,

specifically oil prices. If the G8 nations, and the world, want to seriously tackle climate change,

poverty, and debt, its time to look deeply at the common thread between all of them: oil.

This investigation focuses on debt and oil, and exposes the very real relationship between them.

In short, this research documents an energy strategy for the G8 which is fundamentally at

odds with a development strategy for the rest of the world. 

In their June 11 communiqué, the G8 Finance Ministers not only announced debt relief for 18

countries, they also stressed their commitment to the “elimination of impediments to private

investment” in Africa. Oil and minerals are traditionally at least 60% of foreign direct invest-

ment in Africa – and much higher in certain countries. West Africa is widely regarded as one

of the priority areas for investment by the oil industry, and oil production from the region is

universally projected to rise. As this paper shows, the G8 commitment to growth via private

investment, and specifically the oil industry, is cause for concern.

Drilling into Debt is the first study to rigorously examine the relationship in between oil and

debt. To do so, we have collected data on 161 countries for the period 1991-2002, and collect-

ed further data on 88 developing countries for the period 1970-2000 for use in a statistical

model of debt burdens. We have supplemented that analytical exercise with additional
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research, in order to shed light on the policies that led to the

current situation.

Our key findings are
1. Increasing oil production leads to increasing debt. There

is a strong and positive relationship between oil produc-

tion and debt burdens. The more oil a country produces,

regardless of oil’s share of the country’s total economy,

the more debt it tends to generate.

2. Increasing oil exports leads to increasing debt. There is

a strong and positive relationship between oil export

dependence and debt burdens. The more dependent on

oil exports a country is, the deeper in debt it tends to be.

3. Increasing oil exports improves the ability of developing

countries to service their debts. There is a strong and

positive relationship between oil exports and debt serv-

ice. The global oil economy improves the ability of coun-

tries to make debt payments, while at the same time

increasing their total debt. 

4. Increases in oil production predict increases in debt size.

Doubling a country’s annual production of crude oil is

predicted to increase the size of its total external debt as

a share of GDP by 43.2 per cent. Likewise, the same

change is predicted to increase a country’s debt service

burden by 31per cent. For example, the Nigerian gov-

ernment currently plans to increase oil production by

160% by 2010. Past trends indicate that Nigeria’s debt

can thus be expected to increase by 69%, or $21 billion

over the next six years. 

5. World Bank programs designed to increase Northern

private investment in Southern oil production have

instead drastically increased debt. Northern multilater-

al and bilateral “aid” for oil exporting projects in the

South has exacerbated, rather than alleviated debt.

Specifically, an examination of those countries where

the World Bank Group conducted “Petroleum

Exploration Promotion Programs” (PEPPs) reveals debt

levels (debt-GDP ratios) in those countries that are 19%

higher than those countries that did not undergo this

form of structural adjustment. 

6. The relationship between debt & oil is most likely

caused by the interplay in between three factors:

a. Structural incentives for and direct investments in

the oil industry by multilateral and bilateral institu-

tions, such as the World Bank Group and export

credit agencies.

b. Oil fueled fiscal folly – both in the North by creditors

over eager to lend to nations perceived as oil rich,

and in the South by unwise fiscal policies.

c. The volatility of the oil market. 

A previous report, published in 2004 by the Institute for

Policy Studies1, demonstrates how multilateral support for

oil is consistent with an agenda to diversify oil supplies for

Northern consumption, and open Southern reserves to

Northern corporate investment. It also noted that 82 per-

cent of all oil extractive projects funded by the World Bank

Group since 1992 are export-oriented, and primarily serve

the energy needs of the North, not the South.

Countries that produce oil tend to be poorer and less produc-

tive economically than they should be, given their supposed

blessings. This has been well documented over the last

decade. Further research has confirmed that oil export-

dependent states tend to suffer from unusually high rates of

corruption, authoritarian government, government ineffec-

tiveness, military spending, and civil war.2

Coupling these previous efforts with our key findings we see a dis-

turbing picture of a global oil economy that primarily serves the

interests of Northern consumers, creditors, and governments,

while running counter to the interests of poverty alleviation,

development, and a stable climate in the rest of the world. 
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We incorporate these analyses into our own,

and make the following recommendations: 

1. End Oil Aid. OECD countries should end Northern gov-

ernmental subsidies for new oil projects in the South.

Such projects have not historically provided energy for

the poor, and are proven to be associated with increases

in poverty, conflict, and debt, and to increase the risk to

the poorest from climate change. They cannot be con-

sidered aid. 

2. Reserves, revenues, and contracts transparency. We

applaud the G8 Ministers for calling for the establish-

ment of a “global framework for the reporting of oil

reserves”. This mechanism should be mandatory, uni-

form, and fully transparent, as should similar mecha-

nisms for oil revenues and contracts transparency. 

3. Support for renewable energy and efficiency should be

dramatically increased. These technologies will provide

energy for those who need it, while tackling poverty,

debt, and climate change.

4. The G8 should immediately cancel 100% of the

remaining multilateral and bilateral debt without

requiring that countries join the HIPC (Heavily Indebted

Poor Country) initiative, or imposing any additional

harmful economic conditions.

5. Development aid to oil exporting countries should con-

centrate on economic diversification in order to mini-

mize debt burdens from excessive oil export dependence.

6. G8 Ministers should commit by their next meeting to a

global harmonization of energy and development

strategies in light of global warming, debt, poverty, and

peak oil. The issues should henceforth be viewed as

inextricably woven together.

Some will undoubtedly read this research as further evi-

dence of the urgent need for revenue transparency and anti-

corruption measures regarding the extractive industries in

the developing world. While this research certainly supports

those claims, we are highly skeptical of the ability of the cur-

rent, non-mandatory, version of the Extractive Industries

Transparency Initiative (EITI) to deliver on much, except to

make oil companies and governments look good.

More fundamentally, we ask, at what point do we recognize

that oil has not, and is unlikely to, work as a path to prosper-

ity?  Our global continued dependence on oil is clearly chang-

ing the climate, and placing the poorest – particularly in

Africa - at the front lines of global warming. If Tony Blair and

other G8 leaders are serious about tackling global warming

and development problems in Africa, they need to be willing

to look at the common factor that causes both – oil.

Each country has a right to its share of the global commons,

just as each country has the right to choose its own develop-

ment path. Implementing the recommendations above

would go a long way towards ending ongoing economic coer-

cion and opening up new choices for people and our planet.



“The role of the private sector as the engine for growth in Africa is fundamental to [the Commission

for Africa’s] action plan” 

– Prime Minister Tony Blair, welcoming the establishment of Business Action for Africa

In their June 11 communiqué, the G8 Finance Ministers stressed their commitment to the

“elimination of impediments to private investment” in Africa. Oil and minerals are traditional-

ly at least 60% of foreign direct investment in Africa – and much higher in certain countries.3

As this paper shows, the G8 commitment to growth via private investment, and specifically the

oil industry, is cause for concern.4

That countries that produce oil tend to be poorer and more violent and corrupt has been well

documented over the last decade. In 1995, economists Jeffrey Sachs and Andrew Warner drew

on data for 97 developing countries and confirmed that there was indeed a negative relation-

ship between a country's dependence on natural resource exports beginning in 1971 - cap-

tured by their share in GDP - and its later growth performance. Further research by other aca-

demics confirmed that oil export-dependent states tend to suffer from unusually high rates of

corruption, poverty, authoritarian government, government ineffectiveness, military spend-

ing, and civil war.5

Until this paper, it was generally thought that whatever other curses oil brought, its vast rev-

enues offered a path out of debt for oil exporting countries, and thus perhaps, eventually out

Oil’s Role in Creating the Debt Crisis
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of poverty. Like most myths sold by the institutions of eco-

nomic globalization and the oil industry, the notion that oil

alleviates debt proves false – in fact, quite the reverse is true.

Price Spikes Doom Oil Importers

There is general agreement that the oil shocks of the 1970s

were the primary external factor in creating the original debt

crisis. In the aftermath of the first OPEC oil shock of 1973-

74, one observer wrote that “no event since World War Two has

had such an impact on global economic and political relationships

as the quadrupling of the international price of crude oil at the

end of 1973 and beginning of 1974.”6 At the time, the increase

in oil prices was considered a double-edged sword. Those

“fortunate” enough to have oil reserves were expected to

benefit considerably by the increase in export revenues,

while those “unlucky” enough to lack oil reserves of their

own were overnight saddled with unbearably large energy

bills. This analysis is only half-correct. 

It is indisputably true that oil importers were seriously

harmed by the oil shocks. Indeed, William Cline wrote in

1984 that “the single most important exogenous cause of

the debt burden of non-oil developing countries is the sharp

rise in the price of oil in 1973-74 and again in 1979-80.”7

Further, Cline estimated that developing countries “lost

$141 billion in higher interest payments, lower export

receipts, and higher import costs as the consequence of

adverse international macroeconomic conditions” that

resulted from the oil shocks.8

Flush with the petrodollars resulting from the first OPEC-

induced oil price increases in the early 1970s, banks in the

West were quick to offer generous loans to developing coun-

tries who were eager for infusions of capital to finance their

development programs. When OPEC raised prices again in

the late 1970s, and in particular when Western investors

began to purchase oil on the spot market in anticipation of

increases in the prices of oil, the second oil shock hit the

developing world. Overnight the price of these countries’

energy imports doubled or tripled, leaving them little option

but to generate more debt to pay for their imports. And, quite

literally, today’s debt crisis was born.

Two related developments further hurt the developing world

and caused their debt situations to worsen dramatically.

First, the second oil price shock worsened the situation of oil

importers considerably, even as they were still reeling from

the first shock. For oil exporters, the second oil price shock

generated even greater export revenues, on the basis of

which they generated even more debt. Second, the world

economy sank into a recession as a result of increased 

oil prices. 

The oil exporters, who were enjoying higher oil revenues, did

not escape this effect. “Dutch disease” set in whereby the

rapid growth of the oil sector hurt the competitiveness of

other export sectors. Many oil-exporting states used their

revenues to increase imports. The increased oil prices, how-

ever, led to a “concomitant rise in the price of manufactured

goods imported from the developed countries.”9 Thus, the

non-oil import bills for developing countries also 

increased rapidly.

The Role of Oil Exports in the Debt Crisis

Much of the analysis of the debt crisis focuses almost exclu-

sively on the impact of high oil imports on debt burdens as a

result of the oil shocks in the 1970s. What about those coun-

tries that had oil in the first place? Did the oil exporting coun-

tries benefit as a result of the higher oil prices and escape the

crushing burden of debt? The short answer is no.

While the reasons were different, oil exporting countries too

soon found themselves burdened by large and unsustainable
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external debts. The increased oil revenues had two primary

effects on these countries: 

1. Increased oil revenues allowed oil exporting countries to

increase their spending dramatically in anticipation of

continued higher export earnings and 

2. Increased oil revenues improved the credit ratings of oil

exporting countries internationally, giving them access

to vast amounts of capital at relatively low interest rates. 

Consider William Cline’s analysis of this relationship in the

aftermath of the 1982 Mexican peso crisis:

Mexico’s large build-up of debt was almost certainly acceler-

ated rather than deterred by higher oil prices. Mexico first

borrowed heavily to develop oil production, and subsequently

the promise of oil exports was the main basis for its ability to

borrow large amounts more generally in pursuit of a high-

growth strategy.10

And he continues to state that the same is probably true for

the debts of Venezuela, Nigeria, Indonesia, and Ecuador.11

Thirty years after the first oil price shock, one is struck by the

crushing burden of external debt on the growth prospects of

developing countries, including those who are oil exporters.

But in the 1970s, it was a very prescient observer who did

not think that the discovery of oil in certain developing states

was their ticket to an improved economic future. Peter Baker,

writing about the impact of oil on African development in

1977, documents these expectations. Oil exploration in

Africa increased rapidly in the period after decolonization. In

1957, African oil production was about 2.7 million metric

tons (or 0.3% of world oil output). Twenty years later, in

1976, Africa was producing 279.5 million metric tons of oil

or 9.85 % of world output.12 Baker’s analysis of the impact of

the discovery of African oil is worth quoting at length:

For the fortunate few countries, such as Algeria, Libya and

Nigeria, with impressive production figures and massive oil and

gas reserves, the discovery of oil has done more than improve their

balance-of-payment position: it has introduced a whole range of

possibilities and capabilities, political as well as economic, which

fifteen years ago would have been unimaginable.13

So what went wrong? Why was the promise of increased eco-

nomic growth replaced by a nightmare of crushing debt,

civil conflict, and stagnant economies?

Three explanations are most relevant for understanding the

historical indebtedness of oil-exporting countries: 

! Oil wealth creates economic volatility, which causes

macroeconomic shocks and destabilizes government

revenues.14 Macroeconomic shocks that are not success-

fully managed generate fiscal and monetary disequilib-

ria, inflation, exchange rate appreciation (which hurts

other export sectors), lower private investment and capi-

tal flight (due to the increased uncertainty in the econo-

my). Further, volatility in oil prices destabilize govern-

ment revenues for oil-exporting states. Negative price

shocks interrupt the revenue flow and therefore govern-

ment programs dependent on those revenues. And posi-

tive price shocks are wasted because governments grow

too rapidly and without adequate concern for the quali-

ty of their investments. The increased revenues from

positive price shocks also create incentives for corrupt

and rent-seeking behavior, and can exacerbate ethnic

tensions if the distribution of oil revenues is not consid-

ered equitable. Further, the higher volatility in revenues

can reduce the time horizons of policy actors who feel

compelled to spend the revenues when they are there.

Put together, these various effects of revenue volatility
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resulted in rising fiscal deficits, the financing for which

governments relied on external borrowing.
! Oil wealth increases the ability of oil-exporting countries

to finance their fiscal deficits and balance-of-payment

deficits by borrowing abroad. Robert Aliber, in his analy-

sis of the Latin American debt cycle, argues that “the

common factor explaining the increase in external loans of

both oil-importing and oil-exporting countries is that inter-

national lenders were relaxing their credit-rationing stan-

dards.”15 In part, these lower standards were the result of

increased deposits of petro-dollars into these banks as a

result of the oil shocks. The banks had more money on

hand to lend, and there was no shortage of developing

countries willing to borrow. But a second aspect of a

bank’s lending decision concerns the credit-worthiness

of the potential borrower. And here the presence of

proven oil reserves in an era of increasing oil prices gave

oil-exporting developing countries a credit-rating far

higher than their domestic political and macroeconomic

fundamentals would have otherwise justified. Solvency

and liquidity are two criteria used by lenders to evaluate

a country’s creditworthiness.16 International lenders

have proven eager to provide financing to countries with

oil resources because they anticipate this source of

wealth coming on-line. The World Bank and IMF have

been quick to finance projects to develop extractive sec-

tors because of anticipated high rates of return.17

! Third, once countries are in debt, the temptation to turn

to oil as a means of digging oneself out of debt is great.

William Easterly has argued that there is a similar per-

verse relationship between oil resources and the level of

a country’s debt. Easterly argues that governments gen-

erating high levels of debt do so because they are not

interested in the future and are irresponsibly “mortgag-

ing the future” of their countries. To bolster his case that

higher levels of debt are evidence of irresponsible policy-

making, Easterly furnishes data on oil production, which

he equates to “selling off assets” and therefore another

form of mortgaging the future. Analyzing oil production

between 1987 and 1996, Easterly finds that “the aver-

age growth in oil production is 6.6 percentage points

higher in the HIPCs [Highly Indebted Poor Countries]

than in the non-HIPCs.”18

To make matters worse, there is strong evidence that oil

dependence can hurt democratic rule.19 To the extent that

non-democratic rulers are more likely to engage in corrupt

practices that hurt the economy, as well as engage in klepto-

cratic behavior in which they divert loans to their personal

wealth, the negative link between oil and democracy sug-

gests another channel through which oil dependence might

increase a country’s indebtedness.

This strategy of leveraging oil wealth to gain access to inter-

national capital is understandable. Indeed, since oil is an

asset, one of its advantages is it can be traded on the futures

market, allowing a developing country to run current

account deficits now and use expected future surpluses to

repay them.20 But the sustainability of such a strategy

depends on the expectation that boom and bust years will

alternate at roughly the same frequency. If, however, the oil

market were to enter a period of sustained sluggishness, seri-

ous dislocations are the consequence. In hindsight, we know

that this is exactly what happened. 

Pinto argues that it is quite plausible “that the transient

nature of the oil boom was not foreseen in the mid-1970s.”21

To support this claim, he provides the following forecasts

from the World Bank’s Economic Analysis and Projections

Department for the 1985 price of a barrel of oil made at 3

different points in time: “in 1976, the forecast was $21.9; in

1979, following the second oil shock, the number was
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revised upward to $47.3.”22 Following the oil glut of 1982,

in 1983 the Bank revised the forecast downward to $29.0,

but even this proved too optimistic. Von Lazar and McNabb

concur: “Popular prevailing wisdom forecast national eco-

nomic expansion and growth throughout the 1980s, with

oil prices reaching the $75-80 level by 1990.”23 But the oil

glut and decline in demand result in a much greater than

anticipated softening in the price of oil, the net effect of

which “was that heavy borrowers/exporters suddenly found

themselves unable to service even their debt charges, much

less to pay on the actual principal.”24

The changes in domestic economic policy enabled by

increased revenues, especially in an environment that expect-

ed these revenues to continue increasing for the foreseeable

future, coupled with an unanticipated global recession which

resulted in increased global interest rates followed by reduced

demand for oil, thus came together to create a ‘perfect storm’

for the oil-exporting developing countries. They had spent too

much in the good times, and the bad times caught them

unprepared. The result was that thirty years later they find

themselves mired in unsustainably large debts and with dis-

mal economic performances as the legacy of their oil wealth.

In the late ‘70’s though, observers were only too eager to

praise oil as the engine of African development:

By the last decade of this century, the African oil industry

will have changed both in terms of its present economic

importance and geographical distribution. It is to be hoped

that by then the large revenues which have accrued to the

present and future producers will be used in the most effective

way to provide the ‘take-off ’ to sustained economic growth,

combined with a rapid improvement in living standards. On

present evidence, particularly when one views Algeria and

Nigeria, it seems that this hope may well be realized.25

Tragically, this optimism was entirely misplaced at the time.

Similar statements today should also be viewed with 

serious skepticism. 



Forty years of the World Bank experiment in turning the economies of debtor-nations round has not

resulted in success in a single country. Yet the Bank persists in its folly. Which makes you believe that

their mission in debtor nations is not to heal but to rub salt into wounds. To collect debts and to send

the nations into even greater debt so that the World Bank can remain in the nations forever…

…the sooner debtor-nations realize the political nature of the World Bank, the sooner they will be able

to face the bogus economic theories of the Bank with an equivalent weapon--people's power. At no mat-

ter what cost.

-Ken Saro-Wiwa26

In 1981, the newly elected Reagan administration saw their opportunity to implement a 

deflationary economic policy and increase interest rates, which strengthened the dollar and

caused debt burdens in the developing world to increase since much of their debt was 

dollar-denominated.27

But both oil shocks had harmed the American economy too, and had revealed a new threat in

the world where Saudi Arabia, not Texas, occupied the key position in the global oil economy.28

In Congressional testimony regarding the National Energy Act of 1977, President Carter’s

Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, testified:  “...There is no more serious threat to the long-

term security of the United States and to its allies than that which stems from the growing defi-

ciency of secure and assured energy resources.” 

Not to Heal but to Rub Salt
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That same year, the World Bank began to invest in oil for the

first time. From 1977 to April 1981 the Bank made 27 loans

for oil and gas projects, totaling roughly $1.2 billion.29 At

this point, with the new Reagan administration just begin-

ning its term, World Bank President Robert MacNamara pro-

posed to dramatically increase Bank lending for oil and gas.

The rationale for this investment was two-fold:

1. Developing countries were paying high prices to import oil

and gas from OPEC nations, making them unable to serv-

ice their debt to the World Bank and other lenders, and 

2. Northern governments wanted to see non-OPEC coun-

tries open up their oil and gas fields to reduce OPEC 

control over oil prices.

Developing countries needed more money (to service

Northern debt), and the US and its allies needed more non-

OPEC oil. The perfect solution was to increase development

“aid” for oil and gas projects. 

A July 1981 report from the office of the US Treasury’s

Assistant Secretary, entitled “An Examination of the World

Bank Energy Lending Program” was particularly concerned

that the Bank was not doing enough to leverage private

investment and stated that:

A major purpose of Bank oil and gas lending, in fact the formal

stated policy in such lendings, is to catalyze private investment

flows. However, an examination of the Bank’s oil and gas loans to

date shows little catalytic effect. Of these first 27 loans…none

involved private oil company financial participation. (emphasis 

in original)30

The US Treasury was highly critical of the Bank for failing to

use its lending to leverage further private investment, and

emphasized that: [t]he need for and desirability of the Bank-pro-

posed expansion…[be] examined against the background of the

following U.S. objectives:

1. Removal of impediments – political, financial, and prac-

tical – to development of LDC [Least Developed Country]

energy resources by the private sector.

2. More generally, encouraging host countries to adopt

appropriate policies to establish the necessary climate to

foster private sector investment – in energy and 

other sectors.

3. Where official assistance is needed, structuring such

assistance in such a way as to catalyze and complement

private investment, while limiting the budgetary impact

and ensuring economic soundness.

4. Expansion and diversification of global energy supplies

to enhance security of supplies and reduce OPEC market

power over oil prices.

5. Structural adjustment in key countries with balance of

payments disequilibria due to oil costs that threaten their

participation in the international economy, including

their ability to service debts to the private commercial

banking network.31

The US Treasury Department also noted that, as opposed to

the US government, “the neutral stance of the Bank can play an

important role. As a multilateral ‘development advisor’ it can help

Least Developed Countries revise their incentive structure to

encourage investment.”32

The World Bank apparently listened to the message from its

largest and most important stakeholder, the United States.

Writing in 1995,  William T. Onorato, the Principal Counsel

for Energy & Mining at the World Bank noted that:

“…since 1980, the Bank has financed PEPP’s (Petroleum

Exploration Promotion Projects) and other forms of petroleum

sector legal reform and TA (technical assistance) with the consis-

tent objective of acting as a catalyst to mobilize the inflow of for-

eign direct investment into the developing petroleum sectors of

many of the Bank’s borrowing members.”33

12
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As a result, many new areas of the world opened up their oil

supplies to the North. The legislative and regulatory reforms

encouraged by the Bank’s legal staff have set the stage, in

turn, for billions of dollars in investment from export-credit

agencies, other international financial institutions, as well as

from private capital. 

As we will see in the next section, the impact of PEPPs was

dramatic, and perhaps successful from the perspective of the

Bank and the US Treasury. The impact on people and

economies in the developing world was much less academic,

and much more dire.

13

At the World Bank Annual Meetings in Prague in 2000,

President James Wolfensohn responded to the mount-

ing critiques of World Bank funding for fossil fuels by

pledging to evaluate the impact of lending for oil, gas,

and mining on poverty alleviation. The Extractive

Industries Review (EIR) was born.

Three years later, in December 2003, Dr. Emil Salim, the

Eminent Person selected by the Bank to head the EIR,

delivered his final report. Among the strong recommen-

dations was the following:

“The World Bank Group should phase out investments

in oil production by 2008 and devote its scarce

resources to investments in renewable energy resource

development, emissions reducing projects, clean ener-

gy technology, energy efficiency and conservation, and

other efforts that de-link energy use from greenhouse

gas emissions.”

Over the course of two years of examination, the World

Bank Group (WBG) was unable to provide an example

of a single instance where an oil project alleviated

poverty. Many examples were provided of oil projects

that exacerbated poverty. 

Academic studies, personal testimonies, and govern-

mental data were submitted to the EIR that establish a

clear correlation between a country’s reliance on oil

exports and its levels of poverty, child mortality, child

malnutrition, civil war, corruption, and totalitarianism.

The EIR also made important recommendations in the

areas of governance, revenue management, and

human rights that should be considered as precondi-

tions to lending for the extractive industries.

The effect of the EIR on the Bank’s lending portfolio has

been minimal. Despite adoption of only the most timid

of the EIR recommendations, implementation has been

practically nonexistent over the past year. Bank staff

and Directors defend ongoing lending for oil as neces-

sary for poverty alleviation and energy for the poor, and

yet to date over 80% of Bank lending for oil projects has

gone to finance export oriented efforts that bring oil,

and finance debt payments, to the North.34

The Extractive Industries Review



As plausible as some of these arguments sound, is there any rigorous evidence that there is

in fact a positive association between a large domestic oil sector and the size of a country’s

debt burden? 

Figures 1 through 3 demonstrate an apparent relationship between oil wealth and indebt-

edness. To ameliorate concerns of reverse causation, the oil wealth variables are measured

as averages for the 1990s while the debt variables are measured as averages of 2001 and

2002. This lag allows us to be more confident that any apparent relationship can be attrib-

uted to oil wealth “causing” debt rather than the other way around.35

In each figure, the horizontal axis plots a measure of oil wealth while the vertical axis plots a

measure of the country’s debt burden. Most countries, of course, are clustered towards the

low end of the oil wealth axes, but the relationship between debt burdens and oil wealth, indi-

cated by the straight line, is positive in each figure, indicating that it is robust to different

measures of debt and oil wealth. As oil wealth increases, so does a country’s debt burden.

To examine the relationship between oil and debt more rigorously, we collected data on all

developing countries for the period 1970-2000 for use in a statistical model of debt burdens.

To ensure that any association between oil and debt is not spurious, we included in our

analysis other factors typically thought to lead to higher levels of debt. Existing explanations

of debt identify the following factors:

Quantifying the Correlation
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! Size of Government: Governments that spend more are

more likely to incur debt to cover their budgets;
! Energy Import Dependence: Countries that rely on

imports to meet their energy needs are more likely to be

hurt by price shocks, but since energy demand is rela-

tively inelastic in the short-run, this is likely to lead to 

higher debts;
! Trade Openness: Developing countries that have more of

their economy exposed to the vagaries of international

trade might be expected to have higher debt burdens

because of higher volatility of income and the possibility

of trade deficits;
! Size of Economy: The larger a country’s economy, the

more likely it is to be able to attract loans and to 

generate debt;
! Growth Rate: Similarly, countries that are growing faster

should have lower levels of debt burden; and
! Liquidity: The size of a country’s reserves should be neg-

atively correlated with debt.

Having identified these factors, we build a statistical model to

explain the size of a country’s external debt to GDP ratio and its

debt-service to GDP ratio. The main explanatory variable of

interest is its oil production, which is measured as the annual

level of crude oil production (in units of 1000 metric tons).36

An advantage of this indicator is that it captures nicely the

size of the oil industry in a particular country, while reduc-

ing concern that we are measuring “Dutch Disease.” For

example, a measure of oil dependence in the form of the

share of national income comprised from oil revenues might

tell us about how large the oil industry is, but is also correlat-

ed with the performance of other sectors in the economy.

Thus, a ‘monoculture’ economy dominated by oil could have

a higher Oil-GDP (or Oil-Exports) ratio than one in which the

economy is diversified even if the latter country produced

more oil annually.37 All data used in the statistical analysis

are drawn from the World Bank. Details on the variables,

sample and methods used are presented in the appendix.
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The impact of the World Bank

In 1980, the World Bank initiated the Petroleum Exploration

Promotion Program (PEPP) to help oil importing developing

countries increase their oil production and reform their poli-

cy environment to attract more foreign investment from

international oil companies.38 Between 1980 and 1992, 42

PEPP projects were initiated.39 Figure 4 below plots the differ-

ences in average debt burdens and oil productionbetween

developing countries that received a PEPP loan and those

that did not over the 1980-2000 period.40

As Figure 4 makes clear, the PEPP recipients had higher

debt-to-GDP ratios than the countries that did not receive

PEPP loans. This is particularly significant because the PEPP

countries do not generally include oil exporters, had lower

levels of oil production (which, of course, is why they

received the PEPP financing) and had less of their GDP made

up by revenues from oil (1.89% versus 3.75%). Together, this

suggests that the differences documented in Figure 4 are not

simply a reflection of the larger trend identified in this report,

but rather an independent effect of the World Bank’s support

of petroleum exploration via increased private investment in

the developing world. 

When a variable indicating receipt of a PEPP loan is added to

the model of debt-to-GDP ratio in Table 2  in the appendix,

both the oil production variable and the PEPP indicator are

positively signed and statistically significant. The results from

this augmented model suggest that, other things equal, debt’s

share of GDP was 19% higher in PEPP recipients than for other

non-OPEC developing countries.41

Differences between PEPP recipients and Other non-OPEC Countries
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Future Oil Production Predicts Debt
As the results from Tables 2 and 3 in the appendix make

clear, there is a strong and positive relationship between oil

dependence and debt burdens, whether measured as the

absolute size of a country’s debt or the amount of its nation-

al income devoted to servicing that debt. And the effect is siz-

able. Doubling a country’s annual production of crude oil is

predicted to increase the size of its total external debt as a

share of GDP by 43.2 per cent.42 Likewise, the same change

is predicted to increase a country’s debt service burden by 31

per cent.43 And the effects are dynamically increasing over

time. Figure 5 plots the predicted effect on future debt stocks

for different one-time changes in oil production. Specifically,

Figure 5 plots the effect of a country increasing its oil pro-

duction levels by 20 per cent and 40 per cent in a given year,

and then maintaining this increased oil production for the

next three decades. Of course, most oil-producing countries

continue to ratchet up their production levels each year, but

this simulation is conservative in exploring the effect of just

a single increase.

Figure 5 makes two points quite clearly. First, the effect of a

single one-time increase in oil production levels has long-

term consequences, as debt levels continue to rise for many

years after in response to that decision. Second, the effect of

oil production increases on debt burdens accumulate. Ten

years after a decision to increase oil production by 40 per

cent, the predicted level of debt is predicted to have doubled

(an increase of 110 per cent), all else equal. Larger increases

would have even greater effects, and given that the world

wide average increase in oil production levels between 1972

and 2000, according to World Bank data, was 17 per cent,

the impact on growth of debt is easy to see.

Predicted Percentage Change in Debt for Different Changes in Oil Production Levels
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Applied to Nigeria, the model predicts that, other things

equal, if Nigeria increases its oil production from its current

level of 2.5 million barrels per day to its projected 3 million

barrels per day in 2006 and 4 million barrels per day by

2010, Nigeria’s external debt will grow by 69% or US$21 bil-

lion over that time period. Figure 6 below plots the projected

increase in debt for the projected increase in oil production:44

When we use the oil rents variable instead, our statistical

model, which we summarize in Table 3 in the appendix, pre-

dicts that doubling the level of oil rents in an economy

should increase the debt stock by between 16 and 32 per

cent depending on the statistical technique used.45 And, a ten

percent increase oil rents’ share in national income is associ-

ated with a .65 per cent increase in a country’s debt service

burden as a share of GDP.46 Given that the world average debt

service burden over the time period considered here is just

5.1 per cent of GDP, this is a large effect, and its normative

implications are troubling: Rather than help pay down the

existing debt, increasing revenues from oil production have

resulted in higher debt service burdens.

This section, and the technical appendix, present evidence

that oil production is closely related to country’s debt levels.

Using rigorous statistical techniques, and controlling for a

host of likely suspects as well as multiple indicators of oil

wealth, our results document statistically and substantively

significant effects of oil dependence and production on 

debt burdens.
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Oil provides 40–43% of all energy used by the world.47 Oil and gas  account for just over one third

of all global greenhouse gas emissions.48

Climate scientists have, for the past decade, foreseen the need for a 60-80% reduction in the

global emissions of carbon dioxide, in order to stop global average temperatures from rising to

dangerous levels.

And while the vast majority of those emissions happen in the North, it will be the poorest coun-

tries, those can least afford to adapt to a changing climate, who will suffer first and worst.

Developing countries economies are harmed when oil is extracted from them, or when they are

dependent on volatile oil imports. And when the oil is finally burned, and the carbon contained

in it released into the atmosphere, oil contributes heavily to decreased agricultural production,

increased droughts, human health impacts, environmentally related refugees and other already

observed and predicted impacts of climate change.

The word “climate” does not appear in the G8 Finance Ministers Conclusions on Development

issued on June 11th. The pre-summit statement does mention it, as follows: 

“To help meet the challenge of climate change, we urge the World Bank and other multilateral development

banks to increase dialogue with major borrowers on energy issues and put forward specific proposals at

their Annual Meetings that encourage cost effective investments in lower carbon energy infrastructure.”

The Other End of the Pipe:
Oil’s role in fueling coming crises in climate and debt
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While this is an admirable sentiment, the G8 Ministers do not

mention the fact that World Bank support for renewable ener-

gy is currently roughly 6% of the Bank’s total energy related

lending, while fossil fuels are the other 94%. Less than a year

ago, the Bank’s Management rejected a proposal to end sup-

port for oil and coal that came from a report that it had com-

missioned (see Extractive Industries Review box on p.11). 

In addition, the Bank has trumpeted their renewed commit-

ment to 20% annual increases in clean energy lending, while

actually committing to fewer renewables projects this year

than last.

This kind of spin and greenwash has no place in any real

commitment to tackling climate.

Ecological considerations are not the only limits on the

industry though—geology and economics are increasingly

becoming factors. As oil continues to hover around $60/bar-

rel, we are reminded on a daily basis that the current supply

of oil barely exceeds demand, and that demand is continuing

to grow. As long as that trend continues—and the growth of

China, India and other countries, coupled with the contin-

ued thirst of US consumers ensures that it will—global

demand for oil will soon exceed supply.  

The G8 would like us to know that they are concerned about

oil prices. “We agree that IFIs have a role in helping address the

impact of higher oil prices on adversely affected developing coun-

tries and encourage the IMF to include oil prices in the develop-

ment of facilities to respond to shocks.”50 This statement

undoubtedly reflects an ongoing conversation on the possi-

ble onset of peak oil and which an increasingly loud chorus

including the likes of Goldman Sachs believes may be upon

us in the very near future.

If the global peak of oil production is nearly upon us, it is cer-

tain to be a disaster for the vast majority of the world that is

dependent on cheap oil imports. A rapid and severe spike in

oil prices is exactly what created the first debt crisis, and

there is no reason to think that this round would be much

different for the oil importers.

For oil exporters, peak oil and a sustained period of high oil

prices could be a boon, at least in the short term. But there

are few if any reasons to believe money from a new oil boom

would be spent any more wisely than similar windfalls have

been in the past. 

The likely outcome of continued oil dependence by both

groups, is more debt, more global warming, more poverty,

more conflict, and more corruption. 

Ecological Debt

The industrialized North, which is home to only 20% of

the world’s population, consumes 80% of the world’s

resources. The concept of ecological debt refers to the

ongoing liability that wealthy nations of the North owe to

the South for centuries of environmental and human

resource exploitation, dumping of waste, over-consump-

tion of collective resources (including the air), and profits

from ancestral and indigenous knowledge.

Viewed from this perspective, many consider it fair to say

that the South does not owe the North anything – rather

it is the North that owes the South.



To identify just how things went wrong, we 

consider in more detail the experiences of three 

oil-exporting countries: Nigeria, Ecuador, and

Congo-Brazzaville. These case studies illustrate 

the close link between oil revenues, fiscal 

mismanagement, and a worsening debt situation.

C A S E  S T U D I E S
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There are few better examples of the tragedy of oil wealth than Nigeria. For the largest crude

oil producer in Africa, the discovery of immense oil wealth was expected to herald a brighter

future. In 1974, 83 per cent of government revenues were derived from oil, and the five-year

plan initiated in 1975 involved a total investment ten times larger than the previous plan.

Today Nigeria continues to be dependent on oil revenues for its national income. And with

proven oil reserves of 35.2 billion barrels, and goals of expanding the proven reserves to 40 bil-

lion barrels by 2010, it is doubtful that Nigeria’s dependence on oil is likely to change 

anytime soon.51

This immense oil wealth has not trickled down to the citizens of Nigeria. In purchasing-power-

parity (PPP) terms, Nigeria’s per capita GDP was US$1,113 in 1970; in 2004, it was estimat-

ed to be US$1,000.52 Given that, since 1965, Nigeria’s cumulative net revenues from oil are

estimated to amount to US$350 billion (in 1995 prices), and that per capita GDP hasn’t

changed while oil revenues per capita have increased ten-fold, it is not unfair to conclude that

Nigeria’s oil wealth has had no positive effect on the lives of its citizens.53 Indeed, much of the

oil revenues have never reached Nigeria’s citizens. The World Bank estimates that 80% of rev-

enues from Nigeria’s oil industry accrue to only 1% of the general population.54

Against this backdrop of tremendous oil resources and poor macroeconomic performance is

the additional fact that Nigeria’s debt situation is crippling. Nigeria’s external debt stands at

US$30.5 billion.55 The debt-output ratio has risen from 3.7% in 1980 to 76.7% today.56 This

growth in external debt has also caused the debt service burden, defined as the ratio of exter-

Nigeria
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nal debt to the export of goods and services, to shoot up from

13.1% in 1980 to 163% today.57

Figure 7 plots the shares of GDP comprised by government

spending, oil revenues, and external debt from 1975 to

1990. Two facts are evident from this graph, both of which

will be documented more thoroughly in the narrative below.

First, when oil revenues fell dramatically in 1985-1986, gov-

ernment (military) spending, and borrowing, remained

more or less constant in an attempt . Second, this is exactly

when Nigeria’s debt grows to unsustainable levels.

Oil Fueled Fiscal Folly

Being a member of the International Monetary Fund, the

World Bank, and the African Development Bank, as well as

an increasingly important player in the global economy,

allowed Nigeria’s military dictatorship to finance its

increased spending by external borrowing leveraged against

its present and future oil export proceeds.58 The generals

explored these opportunities and thus accumulated increas-

ing levels of debt. 

The revenue windfall from the first oil shock led to significant

increases in government expenditure designed to expand

infrastructure and improve non-oil productive capacity.59

The pressures to spend these new-found resources came

from all quarters of the Nigerian state.60 Nigeria also used its

oil export revenues to finance its growing appetite for

imports both in terms of capital-intensive technology and

assembly-type industries required for industrial development

and in terms of consumer goods. The increased public expen-
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FIGURE 7: Nigeria’s Growing Debt Problem

Nigeria's external

debt grew rapidly

in the early 1980s

when oil prices

dropped but gov-

ernment spending

remained high.
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ditures went primarily into transportation, primary educa-

tion, a major steel complex, construction, and an automobile

assembly plant.61 Nigeria’s federal structure, and the

increase in the number of states from 4 (after 1963) to 19,

meant higher expenditures on infrastructure at the local lev-

els as well and less federal control over spending.62 As such,

these expenditures were not fundamentally misguided for a

developing country. Rather, the problem was that buoyant

oil revenues enabled the government to rule “excessively,

inefficiently, corruptly, and often ineffectively.”63

Declining Oil Prices and Policy Crisis

In 1978, there was a slump in the oil market causing a tem-

porary downturn in revenues and in the economy. However,

the second oil price increase of 1979-80 provided reassur-

ance that all was still well, and Nigeria’s military government

continued its profligate ways of running large fiscal and cur-

rent account deficits and financing these by borrowing

against its immense oil wealth.64 The decline in oil prices and

rise in global interest rates in the early 1980s caused a rapid

increase in the value of the existing debt stock, and a drop in

government revenues from oil exports from US$23.4 billion

in 1980 (when oil prices peaked) to less than $10.2 billion in

1983 (when oil prices began to fall).65 Meanwhile, the loans

sold during the boom times of the 1970s came due, and were

further exacerbated by more short-term borrowing to

smooth the revenue downturn and to finance even 

more spending.66

By 1983, in the aftermath of the 1982 global oil glut,

Nigeria was severely over-borrowed, and the economy was in

crisis. External pressures imposed by structural adjustment,

political considerations and widespread corruption had

made the government incapable of dealing with the crisis,

and necessary adjustments have been continuously post-

poned.67 Promises to reduce spending were regularly made

and just as regularly – and understandably - broken when

the popular backlash against the austerity measures grew

too heated.68

When Nigeria’s attempts to borrow more on the internation-

al market were rebuffed by wary creditors, it turned to the

IMF for assistance. Over the next twenty years, from 1985 to

the present, Nigeria’s policies have oscillated between

attempts at austerity and adjustment, and responses to the

very real human needs of its people, against a backdrop of

policies of patronage and corruption. Unable to service its

debt, Nigeria first suspended all debt payments, which led to

a rapid accumulation of arrears, and has now capped its

annual debt servicing payments, but still at a level that leaves

it in arrears.69

Given Nigeria’s extremely high levels of debt, and its vast oil

and natural gas reserves,70 one question is why Nigeria has

been unable to reschedule its debt at more favorable terms.

Two reasons are most plausible in this regard, both of which

are consistent with the larger story of Nigeria’s woes. First,

the lack of export diversification has made Nigeria’s terms of

trade synonymous with the price of oil. When oil prices are

high, as they are today, oil revenues mask the deeper struc-

tural problems with Nigeria’s economy. But, when they

decrease, Nigeria has been unable to manage the ensuing

crisis effectively. Second, and closely related to the first point,

the perceived economic risk for Nigeria is quite high, and is

shaped by a perceived inability of the government to adjust to

the high real interest rate-oil price squeeze that afflicts oil-

dependent states from time-to-time. 

Nigeria has recently succeeded in rescheduling its debt with

the Paris Club and is hoping to receive further debt relief

later this year.71 The authors of this report certainly hope

they are successful in this regard.
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The story of Ecuador over the past thirty years bears striking similarities to that of Nigeria. 

Figure 8 tells the essential story of Ecuador’s rising debt burden by demonstrating that govern-

ment spending remained fairly stable even after oil revenues fell, which led to the growth of

debt to an unmanageable level.

Ecuador is presently the fifth largest producer of crude oil in South America, producing about

534,800 barrels per day in 2004, a considerable increase from its production level of 200,000

barrels per day in 1980.72 Its estimated reserves are 2.1 billion barrels of crude oil, and its

economy is largely dependent on oil for revenues. While oil comprises 20% of national output,

it accounts for 45% of exports, making it the primary source of government revenues.73 The

majority of foreign investment in Ecuador is related to the oil industry, boosted recently by the

construction of a new pipeline which increased production considerably (see sidebox).

The other similarity to Nigeria is Ecuador’s rapidly worsening external debt burden. Today the

size of the external debt is estimated at US$11.2 billion, and the debt has risen steadily over the

past twenty years74, coinciding with the country’s oil boom. Ecuador’s external debt pre oil

extraction in 1970 was a manageable $217 million.75 Since 1972, the per capita debt burden

has increased 300 per cent, making it the most indebted per capita country in all of

South America.76

Ecuador
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Oil-Fueled Fiscal Folly

Ecuador began to export oil a year before OPEC’s first oil price

increaseOil prices jumped from US$2.50 a barrel in 1972 to

US$35.22 in 1980.77 The revenue windfall that resulted

from the increasing oil prices and concomitant increasing oil

exports fueled state-supported growth starting in 1972, and

allowed Ecuador to obtain foreign loans at interest rates that

were effectively negative during the 1970s.78 It looked too

good to be true, and it was.

In 1972, the military seized power from José María Velasco

Ibarra. The new leader, Rodríquez Lara, presided over an

elaborate celebration of the country’s first barrel of crude,

which after being blessed with holy water by the country’s

high ranking Archbishop, was paraded through the streets.

Lara expanded the state’s role in the economy, relying on

increased petroleum revenues to fund an ambitious five-year

development plan that included import-substitution indus-

trialization, infrastructural development (especially energy

and roads), generous state incentives and tariff protection

for domestic producers, low interest rates, and high subsi-

dies.79 Over the course of the next few years, Lara’s popular-

ity gradually declined till he was replaced by a military tri-

umvirate in 1976. The new rulers leveraged their oil rev-

enues to increase foreign borrowing to finance higher expen-

ditures and a balance-of-payments deficit, which they hoped

would limit domestic unrest.80 Within a year, the debt

increased exponentially, and even though oil prices contin-

ued to rise in the late 1970s, by 1980, Ecuador’s debt stock

stood at over 200 percent of its exports, and its total public
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FIGURE 8. Ecuador’s Debt Crisis

Spending exceeded

oil revenues in the

mid-1980s in

Ecuador, which

resulted in rapid

increases in debt.
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and publicly-guaranteed (PPG) external debt, which was a

mere US$328 million when Lara came to power, now

reached US$3.3 billion.81

Declining Oil Prices and a Policy Crisis

Ecuador’s exponential growth in debt can be explained by a

combination of factors including the decline in export prices

which reduced government revenues making it unable to

service its debt, the increase in interest rates which raised the

value of the debt stock, and the reduction in lending by the

IMF and private banks after Mexico’s near default in 1982. 

From a high of US$35.22 a barrel in 1980, the price of oil

dropped to US$12.70 in 1986.82 The fall in oil prices, cou-

pled with a natural disaster (coastal flooding in 1982-1983),

limited national food supplies and increased the demand for

food imports, at the same time that commodity prices for

Ecuador’s agro-exports were declining. Unable to cover the

costs of servicing its increasing debt, Ecuador’s total debt

stock rose 66 per cent to US$5.5 billion by 1983.83

This pattern continued through the 1980s. Declining oil

prices in 1986-87 forced the government to interrupt debt

service on its foreign commercial loans, and the 1987 earth-

quake caused oil exports to cease for five months, leading to a

decline in foreign reserves, currency depreciation, and specu-

lative attacks against the sucre. Even when oil production

resumed, the government failed to make its debt service pay-

ments, and allowed arrears to accumulate for seven years.84

The 1990s have scarcely been better for Ecuador’s debt situ-

ation. In 1997, declining oil prices and the El Nino weather

patterns, reduced oil and tax revenues causing the fiscal

deficit to widen, and reduced exports leading to a greater

current account deficit. In response, foreign banks retracted

credit, which led to the failure of some domestic banks, and

two devaluations of the currency. Meanwhile the debt con-

tinued to increase, reaching US$13 billion by the end of

1998, or about two-thirds of national output.

Ecuador’s situation shows little signs of improving. The

economy and government are over-reliant on oil exports,

leaving them vulnerable to price volatility. Ecuador attempt-

ed to qualify for debt relief in 1989 under the Brady Plan.

The country’s proposal sought a reduction of their commer-

cial debt by 70 percent, thereby allowing a repurchasing of

the remainder at significantly lower rates. However, interna-

tional creditors rejected this proposal on the basis of

Ecuador’s untapped oil reserves.78
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The construction of Ecuador’s second national pipeline,

the OCP, was touted as an economic panacea for the

country.86 The privately financed, heavy crude pipeline

was constructed to relieve the country’s transport bot-

tleneck, and envisioned to double Ecuador’s crude

capacity from 400,000 to 850,000 bpd. However, output

estimates have been severally scaled back, and the

pipeline—online since September 2003—currently car-

ries 325,000 bpd, while the state run SOTE pipeline has

dropped to 198,000 bpd. The country’s limited proven

reserves are expected to run dry by 2021, and doubts

remain about the economic viability of accessing exist-

ing reserves in the country’s remote Amazon rainforest

needed to fill the pipe.87 Much of civil society remains

skeptical about the long promised benefits of oil extrac-

tion, as well as much needed immediate relief for the

country’s impoverished majority.

In accordance with IMF loan conditions, Ecuador’s

Congress approved the Fiscal Responsibility and

Transparency Law in September 2002. A key provision

of this law mandated that all revenues from the pipeline

be put into a fund for debt repayment, stabilization, and

investment, known as FEIREP. At the direction of the

IMF, 70% of the revenues were earmarked for debt serv-

icing, 20% reserved for stabilization, and 10% destined

for social spending.88 The revenue allocation became a

key sticking point in Ecuador’s attempts to seal a $240

million stand-by agreement from the IMF in 2003, with

the Fund pushing for an even greater percentage of rev-

enues needed for debt servicing.89

On June 15, 2005, Congress approved a redistribution of

the oil fund, putting 30 percent towards health and edu-

cation, 35 percent split between national investment and

debt buyback, 20 percent for possible oil price stabiliza-

tion, and the rest divided between infrastructure

improvements, environmental remediation, and tech-

nology research.90 The initiative has been met with

widespread concern and skepticism from creditors.

Alfredo Palacios, the country’s seventh president in

nine years, pushed the reform. Palacios assumed

power in April 2005, after violent street protests ousted

Col. Lucio Gutierrez, the third president to be removed

from power in ten years for implementing austerity

measures that cut basic services and subsides for the

country’s poor. The cycles of Ecuador’s boom and bust

oil economy, as well as specific IMF mandated policies

and SAPs, like the FEIRER, have led to record political

instability in the Andean nation. According to the U.N.,

the average term of a president in Ecuador is two years. 

Poverty pipeline: the OCP and the IMF



Congo-Brazzaville is the third case examined here to understand how access to revenues from

oil exports might in fact deepen a country’s debt loan. Congo is Sub-Saharan Africa’s fifth

largest oil producer, with estimated proven reserves of 1.5 billion barrels of crude oil.91 The

economy is heavily dependent on oil: oil exports account for 67% of real GDP, 78% of the gov-

ernment budget, and 95% of export earnings.92 As with the previous two cases, Figure 9 sum-

marizes Congo’s experiences over the crucial period of 1975 to 1990 with respect to the rela-

tionship of its oil revenues to government spending, and to debt levels. Once more, the key

point is that Congo’s spending remained high even after oil revenues plummeted, which led to

a burgeoning debt burden.

Congo’s oil industry is largely off-shore and heavily dependent on foreign technology and per-

sonnel, which results in considerable capital outflows due to production-sharing agreements

with foreign collaborators.93 Lack of domestic technology is also evidenced in its poor refining

capacity, causing the government to have to import oil from Zaire at various points in the

1990s.94 Overall, domestic use of oil is very limited; the electricity infrastructure was severely

damaged by civil conflict, and the majority of the population lives in rural areas and relies on

wood as a primary source of fuel.95 Oil production therefore is almost entirely directed to 

export markets.

Oil-Fueled Fiscal Folly

In 1971, Congo produced 500,000 tons of oil per year. Congo’s oil production quadrupled

after the 1973 oil price shock, averaging between 1.5 and 2.5 million tons for the remainder

Congo-Brazzaville
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of the 1970s. By 1983, production was up to 5 million tons,

and it reached 8 million tons a year by 1989, at which level

it has since remained. Revenues from oil also increased dra-

matically after 1973, going from less than $25 million in

1972 to about $170 million in 1975, and reaching a peak of

US$1 billion in the early 1980s. 

During the period of rising oil revenues in the 1970s, the

Congolese governments rapidly increased their expenditures.

The oil wealth led to an expansion of imports, including con-

sumer goods and foods, to which the Congolese population

became accustomed.96 Further, Presidents Ngouabi and

Sassou-Nguesso used the oil revenues to provide patronage,

promising civil service jobs to all new university graduates.97

No wonder the civil service expanded from 3300 in 1960 to

73,000 in 1986, amounting to more than a quarter of the

work force.98 These leaders also expanded the size of Congo’s

armed forces and financed a well-paid presidential guard,

both of which were used to maintain order and preserve

power.99 Finally, other export sectors declined due to Dutch

Disease, and the rapidly growing state sector bred corruption

and proved a drain on resources “requiring heavy subsidiza-

tion to cover losses due to over-staffing and inefficiency.”100

Then, in 1981, on the heels of the second oil price increase,

rather than use the record oil revenues to pay off old debts,

the government adopted an ambitious five-year plan that

gave priority to improving basic infrastructure and state
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Congo-Brazzaville, 1975-1999
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FIGURE 9: Congo’s Worsening Debt Situation

Excessive spending

and military con-

flict combined with

falling oil prices to

generate Congo-

Brazzaville's wors-

ening debt crisis

after 1985.
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enterprises.101 Government investment rose on average by 15

percent per year from the late 1970s to the early 1980s, cre-

ating massive fiscal imbalances, which were financed by

increasing external indebtedness. The Sassou-Nguesso

regime turned often to its foreign partner Elf-Congo to

finance development projects and chronic budget deficits,

thereby mortgaging Congo’s future oil earnings well into 

the future.102

Its also worth noting that in 1980, Congo received one of the

first World Bank Petroleum Exploration Promotion Projects

(PEPPs). Although the details of this $5 million loan are

unknown, we do know that the general purpose of the PEPP

program was to catalyze foreign direct investment into the

petroleum sector of developing country economies. The

PEPP imprimatur undoubtedly reassured foreign investors,

who thus continued to supply the Congo with new loans.

Declining Oil Prices and a Policy Crisis

But oil-based revenues are notoriously volatile, and despite

rising production in the 1980s, falling oil prices proved a

greater problem as revenues fell from about $800 million in

1985 to $160 million in 1989.103 The collapse in oil rev-

enues left Congo unable of meeting its debt obligations and

necessitating an appeal to the IMF.104 The country’s external

debt doubled between 1980-84 and 1985-89105, going from

$1.2 billion in 1980 to $4.7 billion in 1990.106 And, by

1990, the Congolese government was bankrupt, and over $1

billion in arrears on its debt payments, even though its debt-

service payments had doubled since the previous year.107

Congo’s crippling debt burden should have reduced its cred-

itworthiness to nothing, but the attraction of its oil reserves

should not be underestimated. In 1993, Elf-Congo turned

down a loan request from President Pascal Lissouba.

Lissouba turned to Occidental Petroleum (a US company),

which promptly provided a $150 million loan at low rates 

in exchange for future petroleum production.108 And, as 

before, this loan accomplished little for the people of Congo:

Lissouba used the loan to pay the back-wages of government

workers on the eve of the 1993 elections and to assure 

his re-election.109

The conflict of the late 1990s, and the declining oil prices

that accompanied it, have caused the fiscal and current

account deficits to mushroom. Recently rising oil prices have

caused the situation to improve, but the government’s deci-

sion to finance the large deficits of the low oil price period by

running arrears on its debt has meant that the debt-GDP

ratio now stands at 193% and the total external debt has

crossed the $7 billion mark.110 The poor performance of the

government, in terms of its transparency, fiscal imprudence,

high external arrears, and high cost over-runs for civil serv-

ice salaries, also resulted in Congo foregoing a IMF poverty-

reduction growth-facility (PRGF) program in 2003, which

would have provided it much needed debt relief. The govern-

ment recognizes these shortcomings and in a 2004 letter of

intent to the IMF admitted that its “overall debt situation has

worsened because a portion of the spending on reconstruc-

tion and elections was financed through oil-backed borrow-

ing.”111 The future for Congo therefore remains bleak.

Maintaining peace and high oil prices are crucial to it repay-

ing its huge external debts and fostering economic growth,

but the question remains whether the government will be

able to restrain its worst tendencies.
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The three case-studies of Nigeria, Ecuador, and

Congo-Brazzaville, document a tragic story of wasted

opportunity. Over the past thirty years immense oil

wealth has been squandered leaving a legacy of

damaged economies with pathological structural

weaknesses and crippling debt burdens. 

The high debt burden of each of these countries hin-

ders any opportunity for long-term growth and

development. Yet, getting out from under the debt

has proven impossible since governments have been

unable to mobilize sufficient domestic resources to

liquidate the debt.112 In the absence of increased

domestic resources, three options present them-

selves to these governments: they can pump more

oil and mortgage the future of their countries to pay

the debt today; they can borrow more to pay off their

loans; or they can generate arrears and worsen their

external debt situation.

Recent oil price increases, and the fact that world

energy demand is expected to increase more than

50% over the next two decades, as is the demand for

natural gas, would suggest that export earnings are

likely to increase rapidly for these countries.113 But, if

history is any indication, there is little reason to be

optimistic that these revenue windfalls will be used

to improve the economic situation of the citizens of

these countries. The overwhelming evidence is that

mineral wealth hurts the societies “lucky” enough to

have it by encouraging rent-seeking, increasing rev-

enue and economic volatility, inducing Dutch dis-

ease, increasing corruption and reducing institutional

quality, and increasing the risk of civil war.114

To this dismal list we can now add the high debts

generated as a result of structural adjustment, fiscal

irresponsibility and over-generous credit induced by

the promise of oil.
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Balance of payments: An accounting of all of a country's

international transactions for a given time period, usually

one year. A country is said to have a balance of payments

deficit if the payments out of the country exceed the pay-

ments (credits) into the country.

Brady Plan: Allowed creditors of Latin American countries

to convert their existing debt claims into a menu of new

claims during the debt crisis of the 1980s. First articulated

by Nicholas F. Brady, Secretary of the U.S. Treasury, in 

March 1989.

Capital flight: Large financial capital outflows from a coun-

try. Typically prompted by increased uncertainty, fear of

default or, especially, by fear of devaluation.

Current Account: A country's international transactions

arising from current flows, as opposed to changes in stocks,

which are part of the capital account. Includes trade in

goods and services (including payments of interest and divi-

dends on capital) plus inflows and outflows of transfers. A

country is said to have a current account deficit if its pay-

ments exceed its credits.

Debt (external): Total owed to nonresidents repayable in for-

eign currency, goods, or services. For the purposes of this

report, we have aggregated commercial, multilateral, and

bilateral debt. Future inquiries should disaggregate these in

search of deeper dynamics.

Debt Service: The payments made by a borrower on their

debt, usually including both interest payments and partial

repayment of principal.

Debt Sustainability: The ability of a debtor country to serv-

ice its debt on a continuing basis and not go into default.

Deflationary economic policy: A policy designed to cause a

fall in the general level of prices. 

Disequilibrium: A untenable state of an economic system,

from which it may be expected to change.

Dollar-denominated debt: Refers to the fact that external

debts were expressed in dollar terms, which means the value

of the debt varied with the strength of the dollar.

Dutch Disease: The adverse effect on a country's other indus-

tries that occurs when one industry substantially expands its

exports, causing a real appreciation of the country's curren-

cy. Named after the effects of natural gas discoveries in the

Netherlands, and most commonly applied to effects of exports

in natural resource extractive industries on manufacturing.

Economic volatility: The extent to which an economic vari-

able, such as a price, exchange rate, or revenue, moves up

and down over time.

Exchange rate appreciation (depreciation): A rise (fall) in the

value of a country's currency on the exchange market, rela-

tive either to a particular other currency or to a weighted

average of other currencies.

Foreign (or International) reserves: The assets denominated

in foreign currency, plus gold, held by a country’s central

bank. Usually includes foreign currencies themselves (espe-

cially US dollars), other assets denominated in foreign cur-
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rencies, gold, and a small amount of Special Drawing Rights.

Liquidity: The capacity to turn assets into cash, or the

amount of assets in a portfolio that have that capacity. Cash

itself (i.e., money) is the most liquid asset.

Oil export-dependent: Refers to either the degree to which a

country’s total exports are dominated by exports of oil, or the

share of national income comprised by revenues from 

oil exports.

Oil price shocks: An unexpected change in the price of oil.

Typically refers to the increases in the price of oil in 1973

due to the OPEC oil export embargo and in 1979 due to

uncertainties surrounding the Iranian revolution.

OPEC: Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

Current members are Algeria, Libya, Nigeria, Iran, Iraq,

Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates,

Venezuela, and Indonesia. Ecuador was a member till 1992

and Gabon was a member till 1994.

Petrodollars: Refers to the profits made by oil exporting

countries when the price rose during the 1970s, and their

preference for holding these profits in U.S. dollar-denominat-

ed assets, either in the U.S. or in Europe as Eurodollars. The

banks in turn lent a portion of these to oil-importing devel-

oping countries, which used the loans to buy oil.

Solvency: Refers to the ability to pay all legal debts. A coun-

try is considered solvent if the rate of growth of its income

exceeds the rate of growth of its debts.

Speculative attacks: In any asset market, this refers to a

surge in sales of the asset that occurs when investors expect

the price of the asset to drop.

Special Drawing Rights (SDRs): Originally intended within

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as a sort of interna-

tional money for use among central banks pegging their

exchange rates, the SDR is a transferable right to acquire

another country's currency. Defined in terms of a basket of

currencies, today it plays the role in that form of a unit of

international account.

Spot market: A market for exchange in the present (as

opposed to a forward or futures market in which the

exchange takes place in the future).

Terms of trade: The relative price of a country’s exports com-

pared to its imports. 
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The results described in this paper were obtained with cross-

national time-series analysis using a Generalized Method of

Moments (GMM) estimator implemented in Stata 8.2. Data

on all variables were collected for as many developing coun-

tries as possible over the period 1970-2000.115 We include in

the analysis both oil producers and those that do not produce

oil. Both sets of countries are relevant to the study of debt for

the non-oil producers incurred large debts as a result of the

increased energy import bills due to the oil price shocks of

1973 and 1980. As such, there are two distinct oil-related

mechanisms to high debts: debt generated to pay for more

expensive oil imports, and debt generated on the basis of

increased credit and spending due to the possession of oil

resources. Including both sets of countries therefore makes

this a harder test.

The GMM dynamic panel data estimator, developed by

Arellano and Bond (1991) and described in Bond (2002),

posits a model of the following form:

[1] Di,t = Di,t-1! + OILi,t-1"1 + X"2 + vi + ei

Where Di is a measure of debt for country I; OILi is a measure

of oil dependence; Xi is a set of other variables that might

affect debt; vi are random effects that are independently and

identically distributed (i.i.d) over the panels, and ei are i.i.d.

over the whole sample.116

First differencing equation (1) removes the vi and produces

an equation that can be estimated via instrumental vari-

ables. Arellano and Bond (2001) derive a Generalized

Method of Moments (GMM) estimator that uses lagged levels

of the dependent variable and any predetermined or endoge-

nous variables, and first differences of any strictly exogenous

variables. Estimates are consistent provided there is no sec-

ond-order serial correlation present in the residuals.

This first-differenced GMM estimator has been shown to have

poor finite sample properties in the particular case when the

lagged levels are weak instruments for the subsequent first-

differences. In the AR(1) model of equation (1), this occurs as

the autoregressive parameter (!) approaches unity; that is,

when the data series are highly persistent, the first-differ-

enced GMM estimator works less well, specifically exhibiting a

large downward finite-sample bias.117 In this case, we can use

instead the “system” GMM estimator which combines the set

of equations in first-differences instrumented by suitably

lagged levels, with an additional set of equations in levels

which uses lagged first-differences as instruments.

For our purposes, the external debt stock indicator is highly

persistent with estimates of its autoregressive estimate above

0.9 (and as high as 0.98). The debt service indicator, on the

other hand, is not persistent, with estimates of ! around 0.5.

Therefore, we use the system GMM estimator to analyze the

external debt stock data, and the differenced GMM estimator

to analyze the debt service burden data. In both cases, we uti-

lize the one-step version of these estimators and restrict the

set of instruments to three lags.118

Finally, to ensure that our results are not driven by the choice

of estimation technique, we replicated our analysis using a

Least Squares Dummy Variable (LSDV) estimator that includ-

ed fixed country and period effects. For time samples

approaching 30 periods, Monte Carlo evidence indicates that

the LSDV estimator is at least as good as the GMM estimators

36
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in terms of bias119 and superior in terms of its Mean Squared

Error (MSE).120

The variables are defined as follows (all data are from World

Bank 2004 unless otherwise noted):

! External Debt is total debt owed to nonresidents

repayable in foreign currency, goods, or services. It is the

sum of public, publicly guaranteed, and private

nonguaranteed long-term debt, use of IMF credit, and

short-term debt. Short-term debt includes all debt hav-

ing an original maturity of one year or less and interest

in arrears on long-term debt. Total external debt is meas-

ured here as a share of total GDP. Data for Bahrain,

Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia are supplemented from the

CIA World Factbook.
! Debt Service is the sum of principal repayments and

interest actually paid in foreign currency, goods, or serv-

ices on long-term obligations of public debtors and long-

term private obligations guaranteed by a public entity.

Debt service is measured here as a share of total GDP. 
! Oil Production is the log of the annual level of crude oil

production (in 1000 metric tons).
! Net Energy Imports are calculated as energy use less pro-

duction, and is measured in oil equivalents. 
! Trade Openness is the sum of total exports and imports

as a proportion of GDP.
! Size of Economy is the natural log of GDP measured in

1995 constant US $.
! Growth is the annual percentage change in GDP meas-

ured in 1995 constant US $.
! Change in Liquidity is the change in reserves as a propor-

tion of GDP.
! Democracy is a 20 point scale ranging from non-democ-

racy (-10) to democracy (10). The scale was developed

by Ted Gurr and can be downloaded from

http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/inscr/polity/ (Marshall,

Jaggers, and Gurr 2003).

VARIABLE      N               MEAN             STD DEV                   MIN MAX

External Debt (% of GDP) 2985 63.4  68.6 0   1064.4

Debt Service (% of GDP) 3358 5.1 5.1 0 107.4

Oil Production (Log) 3660 4.6 4.6 0 13.1

Oil Rents (% of GDP) 2856  0.03 0.1 0 86.3

Government Consumption (% of GDP) 4016  16.1 6.8   1.4 76.2

Net Energy Imports 3804  -96.7   652.6       -16983.2  100.0

Trade Openness (% of  GDP) 4083 71.4  45.7   1.1  439.0

Income per capita (Log) 4266 7.5 1.6  4.4 10.9

Size of Economy (Log GDP) 4255  23.2 2.2   18.0 29.8

GDP Growth (%) 4331 3.3 6.6    -50.6 85.9

Change in Liquidity 3339  -0.9 3.9    -34.4 26.2

Democracy 4776  -0.6  7.53   -10 10

TABLE 1: Summary of Variables
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EXTERNAL DEBT DEBT SERVICE

 GMM LSDV GMM LSDV

1-Year Lag of  Dependent Variable 0.982 0.914 0.529 0.591

 (.031)*** (.034)*** (.056)*** (.058)***

2-Year Lag of  Dependent Variable -0.096 -0.109 0.112 0.118

 (.029)*** (.035)*** (.049)** (.055)**

Gross Domestic Product (Log) -1.473 -14.615 -1.396 -0.552

 (.523)*** (3.379)*** (1.078) (.494)

GDP Growth Rate (%) -0.668 -0.526 -0.043 -0.026

 (.105)*** (.110)*** (.022)** (.019)

Net Energy Imports 0.008 -0.007 -0.0001 -0.001

 (.003)*** (.006) (.002) (.001)

Foreign Reserves (% of GDP) 0.007 0.034 0.023 0.027

 (.199) (.198) (.022) (.023)

Trade Openness (% of  GDP) 0.070 0.248 0.030 0.025

 (.024)*** (.045)*** (.009)*** (.008)***

Democracy -0.189 -0.164 -0.011 -0.007

 (.061)*** (.106) (.034) (.018)

Annual Oil Production (Log) 0.431 0.753 0.308 0.112

 (.210)** (.251)*** (.186)* (.049)**

No. of  Observations 1542 1542 1392 1474

No. of  Countries 84 84 79 80

First-order Autocorrelation 0.000 .949 0.000 1.000

Second-order Autocorrelation 0.054 .649 .085 1.000

Country Fixed Effects Included? NA Yes NA Yes

Period Fixed Effects Included? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: 1) Robust standard errors reported in paren-

theses; 2) p-values:* p<0.10; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.0;

3) p-values reported for tests of first- and second-

order autocorrelation; 4) Fixed effect coefficients and

intercept suppressed.

TABLE 2: Statistical Results

The statistical results using the GMM and LSDV estimators with the variables described above are presented in

Table 2 below.121
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Next, we utilize a different indicator to capture the size of

revenues earned from oil production. Oil Rents is the ratio of

total rents from oil to GDP. Oil rents are calculated as

(Production Volume)*(International Market Price – Average

Unit Production Cost). These data are obtained from the

World Bank’s Environment Department and are available for

download at http://lnweb18.worldbank.org/ESSD/envext

.nsf/44ByDocName/GreenAccounting

Table 3 below summarizes the results from using different

versions of this measure instead of the oil production indica-

tor in the same statistical models we used above. To conserve

space, we report only the key statistics relevant to our argu-

ment here, though the complete results are available from

the authors.

EXTERNAL DEBT DEBT SERVICE

 GMM LSDV GMM LSDV

Oil Rents (Log) 0.182 0.302 .048 .020

(.081)** (.103)*** (.038) (.021)

Oil Rents (% of  GDP) 14.33 0.201 6.481 5.172

 (11.16) (.184) (3.08)** (2.28)**

Country Fixed Effects Included? NA Yes NA Yes

Period Fixed Effects Included? Yes Yes Yes Yes

TABLE 3: Statistical Results using Oil Rents Variable122

Notes: 1) Robust standard errors reported in paren-

theses; 2) p-values:* p<0.10; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.0;

3) p-values reported for tests of first- and second-

order autocorrelation; 4) Fixed effect coefficients and

intercept suppressed.
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